Opportunistic interference alignment (OIA) exploits channel randomness and multiuser diversity by user selection when the transmitter has channel state information (CSI), which is usually measured on the receiver side and sent to the transmitter side via a feedback channel. Lee and Choi show that d degrees of freedom (DoF) per transmitter is achievable in a 3-cell d × 2d MIMO interference channel assuming a fully informed network, where every user feeds back a real-valued variable to their own transmitter. This paper investigates the achievable DoF using only 1-bit feedback per user. We prove that 1-bit feedback is sufficient to achieve the optimal DoF d. Most importantly, the required number of users remains the same as for OIA with full feedback. Moreover, for a given system configuration, we provide an optimal choice of the 1-bit quantizer, which captures most of the capacity provided by a system with full feedback.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interference is a crucial limitation in next generation cellular systems. To address this problem, interference alignment (IA) has attracted much attention and has been extensively studied lately. IA is able to achieve the optimal degrees of freedom (DoF) at high signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) resulting in a rate of M/2 · log(SNR) + o(log(SNR)) for the M cell interference channel. For IA a closedform solution of the precoding vectors for single antenna nodes with symbol extension is known [1] .
However, this coding scheme is based on the assumption that global channel state information (CSI) is available at all nodes, which is extremely hard to achieve and maybe even impossible. An iterative IA algorithm is proposed in [2] to find the precoding matrices numerically with only local CSI at each node exploiting channel reciprocity. However, a number of iterations involving singular value decompositions (SVDs) have to be conducted which greatly increases the computational complexity.
For the sake of complexity reduction, opportunistic interference alignment (OIA) has been studied lately [3] - [7] . The key idea of OIA is to exploit the channel randomness and multiuser diversity by proper user selection. In [3] - [7] , signal subspace dimensions are used to align the interference signals. Each transmitter opportunistically selects and serves the user whose interference channels are most aligned to each other. The degree of alignment is quantified by a metric. To facilitate a user selection algorithm, all potential users associated with the transmitter are required to calculate and feedback the metric value based on the local CSI. Perfect IA can be achieved asymptotically with an increasing number of users. The corresponding user scaling law to obtain the optimal DoF is characterized for multiple access channels in [3] , [4] and for interference channels in [6] [7] . For instance, in a 3-cell d × 2d multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) interference channel, [7] shows that the optimal DoF d is achieved if the number of users K is scaled as K ∝ SNR d 2 . Therefore, at higher SNR, a larger number of users is required to achieve the optimal DoF. Clearly, the level of required total CSI feedback also increases proportionally to the number of users. However, in practical systems, the feedback is costly and the bandwidth of the feedback channel is limited. As a result, the feedback rate should be kept as small as possible.
For opportunistic transmission in point-to-point systems, the problem of feedback reduction is tackled in [8] - [10] by selective feedback. The solution is to let the users threshold their receive SNRs and notify the transmitter only if their SNR exceeds a predetermined threshold. The work in [8] , [9] reduces the number of real-valued variables that must be fed back to the transmitter in SISO and MIMO multiuser channels respectively. But [8] , [9] do not directly address the question of feedback rate since transmission of real-valued variables requires infinite rate. The work in [10] investigates the performance of opportunistic multiuser systems using limited feedback and proves that 1-bit feedback per user can capture a double-logarithmic capacity growth with the number of users. Note that [8] - [10] consider interference-free point-to-point transmissions.
Unlike point-to-point systems where the imperfect CSI causes only an SNR offset in the capacity, the accuracy of the CSI in interference channels affects the slope of the rate curve, i.e., the DOF.
Thus, for OIA, a relation to the DoF using selective feedback is critical. Can we reduce the amount of feedback and still preserve the optimal DoF? This is addressed in our paper [11] using real-valued feedback. It shows that the amount of feedback can be dramatically reduced by more than one order of magnitude while still preserving the essential DoF promised by conventional OIA with full feedback.
However, to the best of our knowledge, the achievability of the optimal DoF with limited feedback is still unknown.
In this paper, we address this problem by 1-bit feedback for a 3-cell MIMO interference channel. (a)
We prove that only 1-bit feedback per user is sufficient to achieve the full DoF (without requiring more users) if the one-bit quantizer is chosen judiciously. (b) We derive the scheduling outage probability according to the metric distribution for 1-bit feedback. (c) We provide an optimal choice of the 1-bit quantizer for 1 × 2 SIMO interference channels, which captures most of the capacity provided by a system with full feedback. It consists of 3 transmitters with N T antennas, each serving K users with N R antennas. The channel matrix from transmitter j to receiver k in cell i is denoted by H k i,j ∈ C NR×NT , ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} and k ∈ {1, . . . , K}. Every element of H k i,j is an independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit variance.
For a given transmitter, its signal is only intended to be received and decoded by a single user for a given signaling interval. The signal received at receiver k ∈ {1, . . . , K} in cell i at a given time instant is the superposition of the signals transmitted by all three transmitters, which can be written as
where vector s j ∈ C d×1 denotes d transmitted symbols from transmitter j with power constraint
In this paper, we assume N R = 2d and N T ≥ d. V j ∈ C NT×d is the corresponding linear precoding matrix. The additive complex symmetric Gaussian noise n k i ∼ CN (0, I NR ) has zero mean and unit variance. Thus, the SNR becomes SNR = P . Defining U k i ∈ C NR×d as the postfiltering matrix at receiver k in cell i, the received signal of user k in cell i becomes
H n k i denote the effective spatially white noise vector. The achievable instantaneous rate for user k in cell i becomes
... Without requiring global channel knowledge, OIA is able to achieve the same DoF as IA with only local CSI feedback within a cell. In this section, we describe the selection criteria and the design of the postfilter for the conventional OIA algorithm. The key idea of OIA [7] is to exploit the channel randomness and the multi-user diversity, using the following procedure:
• Each transmitter randomly picks a set of d orthogonal beamforming vectors
• Each user equipment measures the channel quality using a specific metric and feeds back the value of the metric to its own transmitter.
• The transmitter selects a user in its own cell for communication according to the feedback values.
Let k * denote the index of the selected user in cell i, then the average achievable sum rate becomes
The transmitters aim at choosing a user, who observes most aligned interference signals from the other transmitters. The degree of alignment is quantified by a subspace distance measure, named chordal distance. It is generally defined as
where A, B ∈ C NR×d are the orthonormal bases of two subspaces and
each user finds an orthonormal basis Q of the column space spanned by the two interference channels respectively, i.e., Q k ip ∈ span(Ĥ k ip ) and Q k iq ∈ span(Ĥ k iq ) where p = (i + 1 mod 3) and q = (i + 2 mod 3). Then the users calculate the distance between two interference subspaces using the obtained orthonormal basis, yielding
where D k i is the distance measured at user k in cell i. For conventional OIA, all users feed back the distance measure to the transmitters and the user selected by transmitter i is given by
Therefore, the metric value of the selected user becomes D k * i .
A. Achievable DoF of Conventional OIA
As shown in [12] , for quantizing a source A arbitrarily distributed on the Grassmannian manifold
(C) using a random codebook C rnd with K codewords, the second moment of the chordal distance can be bounded as
where Γ(·) denotes the Gamma function and the random codebook C rnd ⊂ G NR,d (C). The constant c NR,d is the ball volume on the Grassmannian manifold G NR,d (C), i.e.
The problem of selecting the best user out of K users is equivalent to quantizing an arbitrary subspace with K random subspaces on the Grassmannian manifold G NR,d (C) [7, Lemma 4] . Therefore, we
We briefly revisit the results obtained in [7] , which will be used for comparison with our 1-bit feedback OIA. A finite number of users K results in residual interference. Let us define the rate loss term due to residual interference as
When the cell i has K users, the average rate loss at the selected user k * can be bounded as
where (11) 
IV. THE ACHIEVABLE DOF OF OIA WITH 1-BIT FEEDBACK
In this section, we introduce the concept of 1-bit feedback for OIA. The achievability of the DoF is proved for d = 1 first, where a closed-form solution exist. We generalize the result to all d > 1 based on asymptotic analysis.
A. One-Bit Feedback by Thresholding
For OIA, the user selected for transmission is the one with the smallest chordal distance measure.
For a reasonable number of users K, it can rarely happen that a user with a "bad" channel will be selected by the transmitter. Therefore, the feedback channel bandwidth provisioned for such a user is wasted. In fact, only the users experiencing good enough conditions have a good chance to be selected and should feedback their channel quality. To this end, we propose a threshold-based feedback strategy where each user compares the locally measured chordal distance to a threshold x th .
In case the measured value is smaller than the threshold, a '1' will be transmitted; otherwise a '0' will be transmitted. The transmitter will select a random user whose feedback value is '1' for transmission.
On the other hand, a scheduling outage occurs if all users send '0' to the transmitter. In such an event, a random user among all users will be selected for transmission. To find the scheduling outage probability P out , we first denote the cumulative density function (CDF) of D k i by F D (x), which is defined as
the CDF in (16) is exact when 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. When 1 < x < d, the CDF provided by (16) deviates from the true CDF [12] . However, we are mainly interested in small x < 1 for the purpose of feedback reduction by thresholding in Sec. IV-A.
Therefore, the scheduling outage probability corresponds to the event where all K users exceed x, which is denoted by
We define the probability density functions (PDFs) of
. In order to distinguish from the previous conventional OIA, we employ k † as the index of the selected user with 1-bit feedback. The expected metric value of the selected user k † can be expressed as 
The first term in (20) represents the event where at least one user falls below the threshold and reports '1' to the transmitter. The second term denotes a scheduling outage, where all the users exceed the threshold and report '0'.
B. Achievable DoF and User Scaling Law When d = 1
For a given K, P out is uniquely determined by the choice of the threshold x th . We intend to find the optimal x th , such that (20) 
The optimal x th which minimizes E[D k † i ] can be found by solving 
Applyingx th to (22), the minimum of D i (x th ) can be written as a function of K as
Lemma 1. When the number of users K goes to infinity, i.e. K → ∞, D i (x th ) is asymptotically equivalent to
Proof: Accroding to (24), the left hand side of (25) can be written as
where (28) 
Proof: The achievable DoF of transmitter i using OIA can be expressed as
the DoF loss term can be written as
The inequality (32) is obtained by using the upper bound in (11) and invoking (24). Equality (34) is due to the asymptotic equivalence in Lemma 1. Equality (35) is obtained using the relationship K ∝ P d and the L'Hôpital's rule. Therefore, the DoF d is obtained at each transmitter.
Remark 1. Compared to conventional OIA in [7] , the user scaling law achieving DoF d remains the same. The second term in (35) does not exist for conventional OIA. However, it goes to 0 when P → ∞, and thus does not change the DoF. Therefore, 1-bit feedback neither degrades the performance in terms of DoF nor requires more users to achieve the same DoF.
C. Achievable DoF and User Scaling Law When d > 1
We simplify (20) using the following upper bound
where (37) is obtained by taking the upper limit of the integration. To find the minimum value and the corresponding threshold, we need to solve the partial derivative of (39) with respect to x th , i.e.
where an explicit solution does not exist for d > 1 to the best of our knowledge.
Therefore, instead of an explicit solution, we will find an asymptotically close solution. We simplify equation (39) by letting y = cx th
where (42) is obtained by neglecting ( (1 − y)
To proceed our proof, we give the following lemma.
Lemma 2. When the number of users K goes to infinity, i.e. K → ∞, binomial coefficient
Proof: By definition of
The numerator in (45) can be expanded as
where c i (k) are polynomial functions dependent only on K. When K → ∞, we can extract K n to obtain
where (47) follows from lemma 2. Equality (48) is obtained by utilizing the Maclaurin series expansion of the exponential function
Equality (49) is obtained by neglecting O 1 K due to the fact K → ∞. We defineD i (y) as the upper bound obtained in (49). The y which minimizesD i (y) is the solution to
For (51), the real solutions should exist in (0, ∞), which can be found by numerical approximation.
However, for general d (expect for d = 1), an explicit solution is still mathematically intractable.
The solver can be written in the form of the Lambert W function [13] , which is a set of functions satisfying W (z)e W (z) = z. To this end, we first rewrite (51) as
where α = 1 d 2 − 1. There exist two possible real solutions to this equation, which are given bŷ
The function W 0 (·) and W −1 (·) are two branches of the Lambert W function defined in the intervals
e , ∞), corresponding to the maximum and minimum value ofD i (y). We are interested in the minimum ofD i (y) when ζ = −1. The Lambert W function W ζ (z) is asymptotic to W ζ (z) = log z + 2πiζ − log (log z + 2πiζ) + o(1).
Therefore, for ζ = −1 and large K → ∞, we arrive at an asymptomatic solution forŷ, which is given byŷ
where w(K) = log
Equality (56) is obtained due to natural logarithm function of a negative value m < 0 is log m = log(−m) + 2πi. Equality (57) follows from the fact lim K→∞ = log(w(K)) w(K) = 0. Therefore, the corresponding choice of threshold that minimizesD i (y) can be calculated aŝ
Using this results, we arrive at the following lemma, which will be used for the calculation of the achievable DoF. 
Proof: Plugging (59) into the left hand side of (61), we have
The second term of (63) equals to zero due to 1 d 2 − A = 0, so the numerator is a constant and the denominator goes to infinity. Thus, the proof is complete. 
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of theorem 1. The achievable DoF of transmitter i using OIA can be expressed as d − d loss . If K ∝ P dd , the DoF loss term can be written as
The inequality (65) is obtained by using the upper bound of (49). Equality (66) follows from the asymptotic equivalence proved in Lemma 3. Equality (68) is obtained using the relationship K ∝ P dd and the L'Hôpital's rule. Therefore, DoF d can be achieved at each transmitter.
Remark 2. The achieved DoF is independent of the specific value of B. Therefore, theorem 2 is valid for all B ∈ R. For d = 1, the optimal threshold obtained in (23) is a special case of the above result
The asymptotic equivalence can be shown as follows
where M = 1 K replaces K for simplicity. Equality (71) follows from the L'Hôpital's rule.
D. Feedback Load
The feedback mechanism can be designed in the way where any user whose distance measure is above the prescribed threshold will stay silent, and only eligible users will send 1-bit feedback. In such a mechanism, we can establish the total required number of feedback bits as follows
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide numerical results of the thresholds and sum rate of OIA using 1-bit feedback. The thresholds are obtained by numerical approximation, (23) and the asymptotic expression log K K as mentioned in Remark 2. It can be seen that these thresholds are very close to each other. The asymptotic solution is very close to the others even for a small number of users K. These results validate the calculations of our closed-form threshold and the asymptotic optimal threshold. Fig. 3 shows the achievable sum rate versus SNR of OIA with full feedback and OIA with 1-bit feedback, for N R = 2, d = 1 and the number of users K = P . We include also the sum rate achieved by closed-form IA in 3-user 2 × 2 MIMO channels. The threshold of our feedback scheme is calculated according to (23). We can see that OIA with 1-bit feedback achieves slightly lower rate than OIA with full feedback. At 30 dB SNR, it can achieve 85% of the sum rate obtained by full feedback OIA. Importantly, OIA with 1-bit feedback is able to capture the slope and achieve the DoF d = 1 (see the reference line in Fig. 3 ). Fig. 4 shows the number of required feedback bits if only the eligible users report their status to the transmitter. The total number of feedback bits is almost a linear function with SNR (in dB) and the average number of eligible users at 30 dB is less than 1% of the total number of users. 
VI. CONCLUSION
We analyzed the achievable DoF using a 1-bit quantizer for OIA. We proved that 1-bit feedback is sufficient to achieve the optimal DoF d. Most importantly, the required user scaling law remains the same as for OIA with full feedback. We derived a closed-form threshold for 1 × 2 SIMO interference channels. For d × 2d MIMO interference channels, an asymptotic threshold choice was given, which is optimal when the number of users K → ∞. 
